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Abstract 

 This project hopes to determine what characteristics of an eBook will afford learning and 

be an effective tool for educating parents and their children on the responsible use of social 

networking sites.  Two separate literature reviews of related studies are conducted.  The first 

begins by examining findings from previous research on the use of social media by young 

children.  The purpose of this review is to determine the focus and content of the eBook.  

Literature was collected in an electronic database by using the following key words:  Cyber 

bullying, Web 2.0 tools, Internet Safety.  The second review looks at the characteristics of an E-

book that affords learning.  Literature was collected in an electronic database by using the 

following key words:  Multimedia, Hypertext, Online Learning, Interactivity, E-books and 

education.  

 E-book prototypes of an eBook were created using Flip Book Creator Professional. The 

Prototypes were designed using information from previous studies, Information Interactive 

Design and applying some of the Universal Principles of Design that afford learning.  The hope 

is that the eBook will bridge the gap between what schools are doing and what parents need to 

do.  The idea is that parents are going to stay connected with their children while they are online.  

The E-book will help educate and prepare parents to guide their children while using the “Social 

Network”.  
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Project Introduction and Research Questions 

 According to Halal and Liebowitz (1994), “Interactive multimedia systems promise to 

revolutionize education, in the future it will be possible for people to learn anything, anytime and 

anywhere” (p. 21). The purpose of this project is to design and evaluate an E-book that is 

interactive and will be used to educate parents and their children on the responsible use of social 

networking sites.  The E-book will utilize my experience, previous studies, Information 

Interaction Design and the Universal Principles of Design methods that afford learning.  The 

goal is to bridge the gap between what schools are doing and what parents need to do. The E-

book will be engaging, interactive and will provide parents with the tools to help guide their 

children. This tool will help parents stay connected with their children while they are online.   

The Research Questions include:  

Primary: Can you create an Interactive E-book that creates a social presence? 

Secondary Research Questions: 

1. What content will be included in your project?  

2. How will the content be organized?  

4. What features and characteristics will best afford learning? 

5. How can an E-book be used to educate different types of learners?  

6. What principles of design will be applied in order to afford learning? 
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Based on a review of social media, information from Facebook, You-Tube, I-safe and internet 

safety sites will be collected and organized. Shredoff (1999) states that, “The first step in 

transforming data into information is to play with its organization”.  The theory of Interaction 

Information Design will be applied to the organization and then throughout the design and aid in 

the evaluation upon completion.   

Since the intended audience of this project is adults and teenagers it suggests they will be 

different types of learners.  Some people are auditory, visual, and tactile/kinesthetic learners.    

The children of today are used to learning in a much different way than their parents.  With this 

in mind the characteristics and platform will address the needs of these different learners.   

Finally the Universal Principles of Design we be applied based on, how they can help people 

learn (Lidwell, Holden & Butler, 2003, p. 8).  Adding characteristics that afford learning and will 

take some time, but the biggest challenge will be to create a project that is interactive.  In the end 

I will evaluate the project using Information Interaction Design.   

Background: 

 Educating youths and parents on the responsible use of social media is a popular topic in 

the educational community today.  How can we keep students safe and educate them to be 21st 

century learners at the same time?  We hear horrible stories in the news about students being 

cyber bullied and the aftermath. We watch shows about people being stalked by cyber predators 

or worse. On the other hand, we hear about the positive effects technology can have.  Most 

schools are taking one of the following steps to educate and protect students.   

1. Having students and parents sign acceptable use policies 
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2. Block social networking sites like Facebook at school 

3. Educating students on Cyber bullying and Internet Safety 

4. Asking teachers to integrate internet safety education into curriculum  

5. Offering workshops to parents to learn about the dangers 

Problem Statement: 

 As a Teacher and Instructional Technology Coordinator I have seen first-hand the 

limited success of implementing these steps.  Some teachers felt like it was not their roll 

to educate students on responsible use of sites like Facebook since it was blocked at 

school.  Blocking the sites did not allow teachers to access tools or provide authentic 

learning for students.  Schools are taking steps in the right direction, but the biggest 

problem seems to be a disconnect with parents.  Parents need to be more involved in 

educating and monitoring their children’s use of social networking sites. Workshops for 

parents are a great idea to educate the parents, but the content at the parent workshop is 

sometimes limited by time and attendance is low.  This leaves a large amount of students 

and parents not being educated on proper online behavior.  If they don’t know what to 

look for or how to use the sites, then they are at a disadvantage.  There needs to be 

another option for the parents who cannot attend or need additional information.   

Method:  

 The Method for this project was to create an E-book that allows users to interact and 

control their learning.  The E-book was created by using a combination of applications. The 

content was collected from A word processor was used to organize the content, links, pictures 
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and layout.  Some of the pictures were screen captures taken using Microsoft OneNote.  The 

project was then converted into a .pdf.  The pdf was then imported into Flip Builder Professional.  

The design and embedding of videos continued while using this software.  The finished 

prototype can be uploaded to the internet.   

 

Figure 1: Output Option 

 

Figure 2: Share Publications 
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Relevant Studies  

 The purpose of these reviews is to determine whether an E-book with certain 

characteristics would be good alternative to educating parents of middle school kids about being 

safe and responsible while using social networking sites? 

Social Media 

 Previous research on Internet safety and educating parents/children about the positive 

effects and negative effects of Facebook will determine the content of my design. This review 

begins by analyzing the article entitled Learning, Teaching, and Scholarship in a Digital Age: 

Web 2.0 and Classroom Research: What path we should take now?  Greenhow, Hughes and 

Robelia’s research attempts to determine what path to take, by addressing the way Web 2.0 can 

support teaching, learning and paths for future research. They begin by reflecting on how far we 

have come in that last 10 years with use of web as an educational tool in the classroom.  We have 

dramatically increased the number of schools, classrooms and homes that have internet access. 

Over the last 10 years the percentage of classrooms with internet access has grown from 14% to 

94% (246).  The internet has grown in opportunities as well, such as the use of Web 2.0.  The 

term Web 2.0 became popular in 2004 with the transition from Web 1.0, the old use of the web 

primarily used to read or research information, into today’s use as a “read-and-write” in an 

environment where you can interact with the web by using the many different applications and 

features found within most social networking sties. This dramatic increase in access and tools 

has forced schools to find ways to effectively use technology to educate students. Greenhow’s et. 

al (2009) findings from a  recent survey, state that 55% of teenagers are using web tools to 
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upload and share content on sites such as MySpace, Facebook, YouTube, Wikipedia, Twitter, 

Blogger and more. Other sites are incorporating Web 2.0 features to their pages and websites to 

adapt with the times. These websites are a “hybrid” that contains elements of both Web 1.0 and 

2.0 (p. 247).   

 Some researchers, parents and educators believe there is a need to use software to block 

these Web 2.0 tools described in “What Path We Should Take” so that students are not exposed 

to potentially negative side effects.  “Reading in Cyber Ethics” reminds us that:   

Through this democratic forum anyone can become a town crier, propagating new stories, 

advertising commercial products or spreading gossip… not all forms of speech are 

welcome in cyberspace.  There is a concern about pornography, hate speech, defamation, 

spam and other forms of anti-social expression (Spinello, 2004, p.114). 

 The idea of blocking these sites in school is very similar to the debate on curriculum for 

sex education.  Should we teach students abstinence or safe sex? Schools don’t want to teach 

students how to have safe sex in a fear that they are sending the wrong message that it is ok for 

them to have sex.  Instead they believe they should be taught not to have sex.  Over the years, I 

think most schools have learned that this is a naïve view and they need to compromise. This is 

something academia should keep mind when looking at educating students at home and at 

school.  Another driving factor to block sites is funding and grants.   The Children’s Internet 

Protection Act (2009) states that: 

Schools and libraries subject to CIPA may not receive the discounts offered by the E-rate 

program unless they certify that they have an Internet safety policy that includes 

technology protection measures. The protection measures must block or filter Internet 
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access to pictures that are: (a) obscene, (b) child pornography, or (c) harmful to minors 

(for computers that are accessed by minors) (FCC). 

What does harmful to minors mean?  Should administrators in schools take the ambiguity of part 

(c) listed above to mean we should block social networking sites such as Facebook, and even the 

use of chat rooms and blogs. Many schools have taken this road to avoid dealing with discipline 

problems or to avoid potential lawsuits.  This limits schools ability to educate students 

effectively.  Parents need to take a more active role with their children at home. Some parents are 

not knowledgeable about social networks and are trying to block their children from using these 

sites.  If they knew more about how the sites work, they would be able to better educate their 

children.        

 hese sites should not be labeled as “harmful”, according to Brendesha M. Tynes (2007), 

author of Internet Safety Gone Wild, “We may be doing adolescents a disservice when we curtail 

their participation in these spaces, because the educational and psychosocial benefits outweigh 

the potential dangers” (p. 575). Tynes (2007) explains how the use of social networking and chat 

rooms can allow children to develop critical thinking and debating skills. When participating in 

chat rooms, members must take time to reflect and think logically and in sequence to get their 

points across.  She shares another example of how students can get help with homework, 

“Facebook users can form discussion groups around particular academic subject or course” 

(p.577). This leads to the educational potential of these tools such as collaboration, and higher 

order learning. This will continue to force educators and schools to change their roles, so that the 

students take on their learning and become more active and teachers become facilitators. 

According to Spinello (2004), the web also functions as a virtual public library providing a rich 

source of material for educators, students and professionals (p. 114).  In addition to educational 
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benefits, Tynes shares the potential psychosocial benefits.  For example, web tools such as You-

Tube provide a platform for young people who might not succeed in sports, music or academics.  

It gives them the same type of satisfaction when creating videos that others find interesting or 

entertaining.  When creating on-line profiles for social networks like Facebook and MySpace, 

users take time to reflect on who they are and who they want to become.  One major 

psychosocial benefit that comes to mind is the ability to access a larger pool of personalities with 

similar interests.  You might not know one other person in your school or community that collect 

“toilet seat covers”, if that’s what you are into, but on the web you could find 100+ people who 

collect them.  Maybe the most important psychosocial effect is the ability to be anonymous on 

the web and ask questions of a sensitive nature in chat rooms without being ridiculed. Privacy 

can provide protection.  Many times students want to get information they don’t feel comfortable 

asking an adult or a friend about.   

 In order to better educate parents and students on the potential dangers we need to look at 

some of the negative issues that surround sites like Facebook. The media has played a big role 

recently in publicizing the negative effects.  You can’t go a week without hearing a case about a 

child that was cyber-bullied, cyber-stalked or some type of cyber crime, but data from Youth 

Internet Safety Surveys, show that adolescents exposure to unwanted sexual solicitation was 1 in 

5 (19%) in 1999-2000 and 1 in 7 (13%) in 2005.  I have to agree with Tynes, the media is hyping 

up the need for concern, but I have seen the effects of cyber bullying first hand. I was in my 

office when there was a big crash outside.  When I went to investigate, a student had just 

punched another student in the face because the boy was threatening to post a compromising 

video on You-Tube.  In Tynes's essay she tries to answer the question, “What path we should 

take?” by not only highlighting the positives of Web 2.0, but gives suggestions on how to stay 
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safe in these environments vs. banning them. She gives suggestions to parents and educators by 

focusing on three key strategies: 

1. Maintain open and honest dialogue 

2. Help youths protect their privacy online  

3. Develop an exit strategy 

(2007, p. 582).  

These are some good strategies that need to be emphasized by parents and teachers.  In addition 

we can refer to The International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) that lists the Nine 

Elements of Digital Citizenship to be, “Digital: Access, Commerce, Communication, Literacy, 

Etiquette, Law, Rights and Responsibilities, Health and Wellness and Security” (ISTE 2010). 

Parents and educators should set expectations and monitor their use and visit sites like I-safe, 

Netsmartz.org and SafeKids.com for further information.   

Tynes’s believes that by completely blocking or barring access to social sites hurts children more 

than it helps protect them.  The issue of cyber bullying was not specifically addressed in Internet 

Safety Gone Wild. The story I shared earlier, of the two boys fighting over a You-Tube video is a 

good example of cyber-bullying. Both parents arrived shortly after the fight; the parent of the 

boy who was punched stated he must have been bluffing because he did not have internet access 

on his phone. Even if this was the case, it would not be difficult for him to find a way to post it. 

It would be impossible to completely bar them today with the ease in which students can access 

the internet with their mobile phones or their friend’s phones. Cyber-bullying is something 

schools are worried about based on headlines.  Another related concern is, how do schools and 
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teachers monitor these sites for inappropriate activity such as cyber bullying when they are not in 

the classroom?   

 Keith and Martin talk about creating a “Culture of Respect in a Cyber World.”  In the 

90’s, schools implemented programs to deter gun and violence in schools, but now new 

technologies have made it easier for bullies to access their victims (2005, p.224). Cyber bullying 

is different from regular bullying, in that they use e-mail, cell phones, instant messaging  to hurt  

others in ways that are often unknown by adults.  Most parents think this kind of bullying is 

uncommon and that their child would never do something this mean. A National I-Safe Survey 

taken in 2004 showed that 57% of students said, that someone had said hurtful or angry things to 

them online with 13% saying it happens "quite often".  This may seem silly to mature adults, but 

they can have vast psychological effects on young people.  Many parents and teachers, who were 

not raised in a cyber-world, do not feel comfortable with the tools children are using. Children 

have opportunities for learning that may have previously seemed like science fiction. Schools, 

parents and children can benefit from these advances in technology, but at the same time, they 

create unique challenges. According to Keith and Martin (2004), guiding children to use the 

technology in ways that promote respect, understanding, and responsibility, can lessen the 

impact of this new form of bullying (p. 224). 

 How should schools and parents handle these types of cases once they are brought to 

their attention? This is another question to examine when looking at the consequences. Schools 

are flying blindly.  How far should they go to investigate accusations?  This raises concerns 

about first amendments rights, freedom of speech, etc.  
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 There was a news article about a case where the judge ruled in favor of a student 

suspended for creating a Facebook page to “diss her teacher”. Jardin reported, “A federal 

magistrate today ruled that a former Florida high school student that was suspended after 

creating a Facebook page to diss her teacher should receive constitutional protection under the 

First Amendment. The name of the page was, Ms. Sarah Phelps is the worst teacher I've ever 

met” (2010). In another site, students created a listing of “people we are going to whack.”  

According to the article, schools talked to the boys who had created the site and other parents 

called the police and no charges were ever filed. The essay, “Ethical Reflections on Cyber 

stalking”, provides another example of a questionable website. Students created hit lists of 

teachers and students. What are the legal consequences for these types of obvious moral and 

ethical crimes?  In a similar case, it took a call by a Brooklyn District Attorney to shut down one 

of these websites. Reported by Amanda Paulson (2006), a girl outraged students when she posted 

offensive comments on her Web log article about gay marriage and African Americans.  The 

school district defended the girl's freedom of speech. The incident speaks not only to the 

unsteady territory of free speech in schools, but to the challenges of educating in a cyber-age 

particularly with the growing presence of Web logs or blogs; those online pages that millions of 

teens use for journals, photos, dating, or chats. The worries range from the serious student safety 

and cyber bullying to minimizing gossip and protecting students from embarrassment. Some 

schools want to restrict access to the sites or are holding sessions to educate both parents and 

students on proper guidelines. Drawing a line between free speech and misuse can be tricky and 

blog proponents caution that there are plenty of positive ways to compromise (Paulson, 2006).  It 

takes a combination of educating students at school and parent involvement at home.  Schools in 

particular have little alternatives when it comes to punishing those who engage in harassment or 
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cyber bullying, if the acts do not disrupt the educational process. School administrators have 

reported that most cyber bullying exchanges occur in the privacy of homes, making it difficult 

for school officials to monitor them. Parental supervision was among the best strategies reported 

for protecting children from online dangers (Berrier, 2007, p. 40). In some cases, the creators of 

these sites are just being kids and fooling around.  They use these sites as a way to vent, but in 

today’s world examples like the Columbine Shootings and the Amy Boyer Case shows that, they 

need to be careful and know what they put online can have a negative effects on themselves and 

others.  Earlier Tynes shares some of the positive psychosocial effects, but we have seen some of 

the negative results stemming from hurt feelings to thoughts of hurting someone or themselves 

 

Features of E-book: 

 Online Learning: One of the most difficult and important decisions of this project was 

determining what platform I should use to educate parents and children.  This is not something a 

traditional teacher thinks of when writing a lesson plan, they think of their tools, but the platform 

is usually a specific location, i.e. a classroom or computer lab. There are benefits and limitations 

to this or any platform.  In this case the most appropriate platform is online.  Placing something 

online provides certain affordances to the users and the creator.  An article by Mirah J. Dow 

takes a deeper look at online learning.  Dow emphasizes the importance of knowing that the 

terms distance education, web-based instruction and online learning are interchangeable and are 

a form of (CMC) Computer-mediated communication.  Dow acknowledges the “perceptions of 

online learning using web-based communication tools such as WebCT and Blackboard suggest a 

struggle between their desire for traditional classroom experiences and the outcomes of online 
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classes” (2008, p.232). Dow shares findings from a study performed on graduate students from 

Emporia State University (ESU) School of Library and Information Management that he 

reviewed. The students involved in this study were offered some traditional face to face 

instruction and also some (CMC) instruction (2008, p. 231).  It indicated that web-based, 

distance learning could be a satisfying experience when compared to face-to-face classroom 

experiences.  Another Study shared by Dow, asked students asked students in the LIS master's 

program at Victory University in Wellington, New Zealand, what they believed enabled them to 

persevere in a distance education program. Some students indicated that the perceived positive 

benefits of studying by distance education while continuing to work to earn money and gain 

relevant experience had a bearing on their decision to enter the program and stay with it. These 

previous studies reviewed by Dow establish a need for social presence, and this can be attained 

when there is commitment on the part of students and the teacher (Dow, 2008, p.233). 

 Dow’s used a grounded theory case study to determine the implications of social 

presence in an online environment.  This method of collecting and analyzing interview questions 

was based on “repeated reading sorting, coding, and comparisons that characterize the grounded 

theory approach (Dow, 2008, p. 236).  

As part of his method he asked the following questions.   

1. Tell me how you feel about learning in an online group. 

2. Tell me how you keep track of what others know and how well they know it while 

being part of an online learning group. 

3. How do you know how others feel while being part of an online learning 

environment? 

4. How do you understand relationships between your online peers and teachers? 
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5. How do you know and keep track of the values, beliefs, desires, and intentions of 

your peers in the online learning group? 

The results of the study indicate that factors impacting online social context and online 

communication and interactivity are:  

1. Effective dialog 

2. Well-structured interactions 

3. Ease of use 

4. Transparency in computer-mediated interactions.   

Dow collected data by asking participants questions about their online learning experiences.  The 

biggest factors for establishing a social presence shared by users in the study was effective 

dialogue. They felt it was an important factor in online learning.  Communication was difficult 

online versus face to face.  In order to be effective the professors and teachers need to establish 

and conduct well-structured interactions.   

 

 E-books: Wikipedia defines an E-book as, “an electronic book or digital book that 

consists of text, images, or both, and produced on, published through, and readable on computers 

or other electronic devices.” (Wikipedia 2012).  Chong, Lim and Ling research investigates the 

students’ preferences for the E-book designs, in an attempt to reveal what makes an ideal E-

book. They acknowledge that E-books are gaining popularity and significance in libraries, and 

higher education institutions around the world.  Many schools and libraries are supplementing 

and replacing their collections with digital books. This transition has not been without issues, 

browsing and reading of an E-book and less user friendly interfaces are among the unfavorable 

aspects, which hinder the usage of E-books (Chong, Lim & Lang, 2009).  Others have found that 
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“what appears on the user’s screen, how they view it, and how they manipulate it”, can have a 

huge impact on the success of an E-book (2009, p. 213).  Another factor to consider is what 

content is being provided.  With some content there is no need for interactivity, or multimedia, 

but in other cases it is necessary and appropriate to have these features. Rowhani and Sedig 

claimed that E-books should not adhere to the paper book metaphor strictly; instead they should 

take more advantage of the interactive power offered by computational technologies (Chong, 

Lim & Lang, 2009, p. 213).  They can be enhanced by adding dynamic, interactive visuals. The 

purpose of Chong, Lim and Lang’s study was to investigate the students’ preferences on the page 

and content design of the E-book, in terms of navigation design, page layout, and content design. 

However, the focus of this paper is on recommending some guidelines that suit the student’s 

preferences. Chong et. al performed an online questionnaire to study the users’ preferences on 

the E-book design.  They compared comments made by users on three E-books in portable 

document format, all of which were nonfiction, but had different content and styles of 

presentation. Some recommendations included improving navigation design through the “use of 

hypertext to enhance navigation and facilitate cross-referencing” (Chong, Lim, & Ling, 2009, 

p.217).  Results also revealed that the overall ease of use is highly associated with ease of 

navigation and ease of skimming/scanning, whereas overall impression is especially dependent 

on the appearance of an E-book. Some general guidelines were suggested in order to help 

improve the design of E-books.   

1. Employ high quality display technology 

2. Balance lightness and portability against legibility 

3. Design devices for comfort 

4. Use buttons and dials to improve page turning 
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5. Make devices robust, based on the feedback obtained from the study on the 

usability of portable devices 

Many of the students’ preferences in the E-book design conform to some design and usability 

guidelines. It is acknowledged that the guidelines highlighted in this paper can only provide 

some general direction for designing E-books that are appropriate for MMU students. These 

suggestions, however, will continue to form the foundation for ongoing exploration of the design 

of favorable E-books. 

 

 Multimedia: The use of multimedia will be a characteristic of my E-book.  The research 

article Telelearning:  The Multimedia Revolution in Education by William E. Halal and Jay 

Liebowitz makes predictions about the role Multimedia will have on education.  Even though 

this article is over 10 years old it seems like it could be something that was published today.  

There have been great strides made in using multimedia as an educational tool, but most would 

agree that it has not been quite the revolution that was depicted in this article.  Halal and 

Liebowitz (1994) define the “multimedia revolution” as the combination of hardware, software, 

rich text, graphics, sound, animation, video, and information.  They also believe that Interactive 

Multimedia (IM) is the key to life-long learning (p. 21).  The power of (IM) is in the software 

and its ability to teach a user, based on their prior knowledge. The article continues to highlight 

characteristics that make it more effective and efficient than the traditional way of educating 

students in the classroom.  For example, (IM) focuses on where users and learners need training.  

Interactive Multimedia affords the ability to receive training when and where students need it 

(Halal & Liebowitz, p. 21, 1994). Learners can also take breaks and easily return to where they 

left off in their training.  Allowing users to be easily tracked and assessed is another benefit, 
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according to Halal et al. This is an essential characteristic when implementing anything in 

today’s need for collecting data and accountability.   

 Similar to research by Halal et. al, a more recent article by Krippel, Mckee and Moody, J. 

addresses the use of multimedia as an educational tool.  Both articles begin their research by 

acknowledging that students are receiving information from a variety of channels that are 

constantly changing and updating.  In contrast, Krippel et. al focuses on higher education and the 

potential promises and pitfalls of multimedia.  This is relevant to my project because the 

audience of my E-book is to educate both parents and students. The author’s review of several 

studies and different types of multimedia in this article helps educators determine the potential of 

multimedia and whether or not it is effective and engaging to students. Educators are continually 

searching for more effective ways to engage their students during learning as well as increase 

student learning outcomes (Krippel, Mckee & Moody, 2010, p. 1).  Krippel et. al admits that 

since the information and the technology are continuing to change it makes it difficult to 

determine if the multimedia is effective. They use several studies to create their hypothesis about 

the use of multimedia. A report by Coopers Lybrand helps provide a history and background of 

Multimedia. It suggests that distance learning and other digital innovations are going to 

transform education, but a study by Schrand notes that 20 years later despite the dramatic 

predictions, our schools haven’t changed all that much and the look of student learning in college 

classrooms remain traditional (Krippel et. al. 2010, p.3).  This is similar to the literature reviewed 

earlier by Halal et. al.  Another study mentioned by Krippel et. al does not focus so much on the 

multimedia, but the type of learner using the multimedia. The findings of this study stipulate that 

the individual’s learning style, effects the results.  For example, spacial learners show stronger 

results in retention than high-prior-knowledge students (2010, p. 4).  
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 The authors conclude that further ongoing research needs to be examined.  Krippel et. al 

suggests taking a deeper look at educational environments where “the new technologies either 

show no improvement or underperformance over conventional pedagogies” (2010, p.5). This 

research will help identify characteristics of these environments in which the new technology has 

been effective.  Based on these studies, Krippel et. al believes educators can utilize multimedia 

technologies to effectively educate learners.  The pedagogy must drive the technology use. 

“Constructionist learning theory states that giving the student more control over the pace of 

learning and the navigation within the lesson should lead to greater and deeper learning” (2010, 

p.3).  I plan to use multimedia in my tutorial and hope it has similar effects on parents and 

students.    

 Hypertext: Wikipedia defines Hypertext as, “text displayed on a computer or other 

electronic device with references (hyperlinks) to other text that the reader can immediately 

access, usually by a mouse click, key press sequence or by touching the screen” (2012).  

Children’s Hypertext Navigation Strategies, by Lawless, Mills and Brown looks at using 

hypertext in education.  “Hypertexts differ dramatically from traditional texts in that they afford 

readers the opportunity to interact with the text, reading information in a manner that is 

meaningful to them” (Lawless, Mills & Brown, 2002, p. 274).  Previous research has concluded 

that navigation of hypertext is a strategy that some readers employ better and more efficiently 

than others.  This is the basis of Lawless, Mills & Brown research, previous studies focused on 

the way adults learn through navigation of hypertexts. Lawless et. al believe that studying 

younger readers with less knowledge on reading would shed light on the differences in 

efficiencies found in the previous studies (2007). The authors conclude that the differences 

appear to be linked to the level of exposure to a given domain rather than, the experience 
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navigating computer environments (Lawless et. al, 2007, p. 274).  Again, this will be an 

important area to address in my project since our target audience is both adults and children.  

Tannenbaum (1998) “posits that multimedia must include an interactive component. This 

interactive component must allow the learner to interact with the material in such a way as to 

control the outcome of the presentation” (as cited by Krippel et. al, 2010, p. 1).  This connects 

directly to the use of hypertext by allowing users to interact with the text in ways that is 

meaningful to them and also to research shared by Krippel et. al that suggests an individual’s 

learner’s style should influence the design of the instruction.  

 Interactivity: What makes something interactive? Voorveld, Neijens & Smit’s literature 

attempts to determine what makes something truly interactive. Even though there has been a lot 

of research into interactivity, there is still no consensus about its definition and dimensions. 

Interactivity is commonly seen as the distinction between traditional and new media (Chung and 

Zhao 2004).  Voorveld et. al define interactivity as "the degree to which two or more 

communicating parties can act on each other, on the communication medium, and on the 

messages and the degree to which such influences are synchronized" (Liu and Shrum 2002, p. 

54).  Some researchers believe that a better understanding of actual and perceived interactivity 

can improve understanding and the application of interactivity on websites (Voorveld, Neijens & 

Smit, 2011, p.78). 

 Voorveld et. al believes that definitions and dimensions of interactivity should be 

measured with a validated scale. There have been several attempts to develop a scale. Johnson, 

Bruner, and Kumar (2006) developed a scale that states responsiveness, speed of response, and 

nonverbal information as the three facets of interactivity. The authors conclude based on 

previous studies that the three main dimensions of interactivity can be summed up as two way 
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communication, speed of response and control (Voorveld, Neijens & Smit, 2011, p. 80).  I like 

the idea of creating two-way conversation in my project.  The two-way communication I hope to 

create would be with the parent and child.   

 The author’s assert that, “no single study has investigated this issue over many Web sites, 

considered numerous interactive Web site features, or surveyed a large number of Web site 

users” (Voorveld, Neijens & Smit, 2011, p. 77). Therefore their study provides an opportunity to 

answer the question, “Why the incongruity between actual and perceived interactivity exists and 

to discover the possible underlying relationships” (Voorveld, Neijens & Smit, 2011, P. 78).  

Their study highlights the dimensions of interactivity in advertising and marketing literature, 

based on two criteria.  

1.  The definition and dimensions should be based on Web site interactivity and not, 

for example, the interactivity of media in general.  

2. Determine what interactive Web site features make visitors perceive a Web site as 

interactive, the definitions and dimensions of interactivity should be measurable with 

a validated scale. (p. 78) 

 

Voorveld et. al performed a content analysis of interactive functions on the Web sites of the top 

100 global brands with a survey (n = 715) and measured the perceived interactivity of the same 

Web sites. They chose brands because of their popularity and their potential to persuade. 

First, they investigated the actual interactivity by determining which interactive functions were 

present on the Web sites. Then they identified the presence of interactive functions by 

conducting a survey to measure the perceived interactivity of these Web sites. Finally, by linking 
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the two data sets they discover the relationship between actual and perceived interactivity and to 

determine what functions enhance interactivity perceptions. 

The three main findings are: 

1. There is great incongruence between the level of actual and perceived interactivity.  

2. Adding interactive functions to a Web site does not guarantee a stronger perception of 

interactivity. 

3. Six unique web site characteristics contribute positively to perceived interactivity. 

These novel or unexpected characteristics make the Web sites of global brands truly 

interactive.  

(Voorveld, Neijens & Smit, 2011, p. 77). 

The six interactive functions that affected the perceived interactivity of a Website were feedback 

forms, the capability to register a product online, the option to recommend the Web site to a 

friend, dropdown menus, the option to customize products, and the capability to customize 

information on the Web site. 

 

Conclusions from the Literature Review:  

 The review of Social Media started with the article “What Path Should We Take Now”. 

This study analyzed the transformation of web access, how these tools could be used effectively, 

the conceptual framework and what direction we should take in future.  It discussed some ethical 
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issues related to the use of web tools, such as intellectual property and privacy.  Another article, 

by Keith and Martin on Cyber-bullying shared a big concern of schools and parents.  A high 

percentage of teenagers admit to being bullied and bullying others on social media sites like 

Facebook. Authors believe educating, and guiding students on how to responsibly use these sites 

will lessen the amount of Cyber-bullying. Many schools and some parents are blocking or not 

allowing young people access to social sites in hope to avoid issues like cyber bullying, cyber 

stalking and exposure to “harmful” material.  Author Brendesha M. Tynes feels that Internet 

Safety initiative has gone wild due to the flurry of media reports about digital dangers.  She 

highlights some major positive consequences such as the educational and psychosocial benefits 

of the online social environments.   When reviewing these articles some ethical components that 

came into play were privacy, free speech and intellectual property.  Greenhow’s et. al (2009) 

state, “these emergent technologies hold great promise…we need to pursue understanding of 

those opportunities and challenge barriers that prevents us, (scholars, teachers, administrators, 

students, and families) from taking a step toward discovery.”(256)  Research is required to 

understand the technological, ethical, educational, and social practices.  It seems like a lot of 

good things are being done in schools to educate students and teachers.  At this point schools 

may need to block these sites to avoid any liability and continue to educate students on 

responsible use in general.  Therefore, parents need to be more involved in their child’s online 

world. This review helped me determine “what path to take” in creating the project.  This review 

helped establish the background, content and confirmed who the intended audience should be for 

this project. Parents need to take an active role in their children’s online activities.     

 The review of E-book features will help with the future design of the project and the 

potential of the characteristics. Based on prior experience with E-books and online learning I 
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chose to take a depth look at previous studies on: Online Learning, Multimedia, Hypertext, 

Interactivity and their effect on education. Voorveld et. al states, “simply adding features does 

not guarantee a high level of interactivity” (2008, p. 109).  The review of these characteristics 

shed light on their affordances and potential. The review of on-line learning raises the question; 

what qualifies something as Online Learning? Even though an E-book is not like Angel, 

Blackboard, or distance learning the design can use similar features and reach similar results.   

 The literature discussed how important it was to have a positive social presence and to 

establish “well-structured social interactions/communications”.  I have experienced well-

structured and poorly structured communication in online learning and understand the 

importance.  The use of Multimedia will contribute to creating a social presence.  One outcome 

of multimedia and online learning that was highlighted by Krippel et. al, was the ability to leave 

and return to the multimedia or online learning.  This provides flexibility and addresses the 

problem of not being able to attend workshops.  Interactivity is another effective feature of 

online learning. One way of increasing interactivity is by adding hypertext and multimedia.  

 Prior to the review I thought these characteristics would be effective, but did not know 

their potential to create a social presence.  Hypertext allows users to choose their own path of 

learning by clicking on links.  This will be used to incorporate additional interactivity into my 

project and connects well to findings and studies by Krippel et al. and Lawless et. al. that 

addresses different learning theories. The use of hypertext and multimedia provides an 

opportunity for parents and students who learn at different paces and also provides an option to 

choose their own path. Constructionist learning theory states that giving the student more control 

over the pace of learning and the navigation within the lesson should lead to greater and deeper 

learning. 
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Project Background 

 As the Director of Instructional Technology for a school district I was very involved in 

educating teachers, parents and students about internet safety and was able to see what many 

other schools were doing.  This included: 

1. Working with a group of 7th graders on an internet safety project.   

2. Planning and facilitating workshops with teachers that gave them an opportunity 

to integrate internet safety into their lessons.   

3. Offering a workshop for parents that provided information on keeping kids safe 

while on the internet.    

These strategies were successful, but I always felt parents needed to play a more active role in 

educating their children at home.  The parents who attended the workshops appeared to learn a 

lot and the feedback was good, but there was not a big turnout.  There were also the discipline 

reports from administrators stating that students were bullying other students and teachers on 

Facebook.  We were blocking Facebook at school, but students were accessing from their phones 

or friends phones.  Blocking the sites did not provide opportunities for teachers to educate 

students.   

 The idea of creating an alternative and involving parents makes sense.  An E-book 

provides certain affordances, but I was curious to see what other affordances would come to light 

while creating and evaluating my project.  
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 Knowing that the most popular social networking site to date is Facebook; I decided to 

focus my content on designing an E-book to prepare and educate parents on how to use 

Facebook in a safe, responsible way so they can better educate their children.  The idea was that 

when students were ready to set up their accounts parents could do it with them as well.  The 

guide would also address some of the concerns that have come to light in the media or found in 

recent studies and literature.  I wanted to take the information found on these sites and combine 

them in way them in a way that my audience of parents and students would best benefit. A study 

from the review of online learning found that online users like a learning environment that is 

similar to a traditional setting. In many of my online courses professors would assign readings 

that they had converted into .pdfs or online documents.  I have always found reading large 

amounts of text on the computer difficult and uncomfortable and heard other classmates make 

similar comments.  An E-book can bridge this gap.  Designers of E-books have taken this into 

account and have tried to create an experience similar to reading regular books. Portable 

technologies such as I-pads and E-books have been successful in getting closer to a traditional 

setting.   

Project Design: 

 The project design began by collecting information from Facebook, Cyber bullying, Web 

2.0 tools, and Internet Safety websites. There are also many sites and videos with information on 

keeping you safe, and how to set up a Facebook account etc. The guide takes users through the 

steps they should take prior to setting up an account, while setting up the account and while 

using Facebook.  In Shredoff’s Information Interaction Design theory everything can be 

organized in seven different ways. My organization of the information would be labeled as a 
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multiple organization scheme including time and categories, “Time need not be addressed solely 

in terms of minutes and hours, but can also be organized in days, months, years, centuries, 

processes, or mile stones” (Jacobson, 1999, p. 276). Multiple organizations help everyone find 

things more easily.    

 I decided to use Microsoft Word as my word processor to help in the organization and 

then converted the document into a PDF. In a previous web design class, a professor had created 

an eBook and had students purchase for his class. He used Adobe products to create the E-book 

and then converted it into PDFs. The eBook had embedded videos, links and pictures. The E-

book and the features within it were very helpful.  I looked for software that would allow me to 

create a similar E-book and to convert PDF’s into an online book. One way users can choose 

their own path or learning style with an E-book is through the use of a table of contents.  In my 

research, I discovered that users prefer a table of contents within an e-book so that they can 

choose what information they need to find or review.  There is a lot of software that allows you 

to create E-books. Choosing the application was an important step in my design. I played around 

with the idea of using Adobe Acrobat, but it was not user friendly to me. I searched the web for 

free tools that would allow me to imbed videos.  Then found Flip Book Creator and downloaded 

a free version. Flip Book Creator allows you to embed video, audio, Flash and links into an 

interactive page-flipping book. Users have the option to view videos based on their 

preferences.  They don't have to go to another site or open another window unless they prefer 

to.  Users have the ability to choose their own path when viewing links or watching videos. 

 Then a prototype was created to help determine if it would be the best platform for my 

project.  Later I found that it allowed me to insert YouTube videos and decided to find videos 

that were already created about my content and concentrate on the design of the eBook. At first 
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the free software seemed to do everything, but it inserted a watermark across the pages when it 

was uploaded and this was distracting to users.  I purchased the software for 250.00 plus tax.  

You can also purchase points to upload the E-books so that it can be uploaded to the internet, but 

this is not necessary.   

 The application provides users with templates as seen in (figure 3).  It allows you to 

choose your background, layout and how it functions.  

 

Figure 3: Screen Capture of Templates 

One characteristic of interactivity is control.  The platform I chose provides a user with has lots 

of control. The platform allows the users to zoom in on the videos, print, download, e-mail and 

turn the page seen in (figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Screen Capture of User Controls 
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Universal Principles of Design: 

 Prior to the review I wanted characteristics that provided certain affordances or “a 

property in which the physical characteristics of an object or environment influence its function” 

(Lidwell, Holden & Butler, 2003, p. 22). The literature review shed light on other affordances 

and confirmed my desire to design a project that affords learning. When designing my E-book I 

applied characteristics from Universal Principles of Design because of the emphasis placed on 

how you can help people learn by design.  

 

Hierarchy of Needs 

 Not knowing it at the time my design began with applying the Hierarchy of Needs 

Principle. “In order for designs to be successful it must meet people's basic needs before it can 

attempt to satisfy higher-level needs” (Lidwell, Holden & Butler, 2003, P. 124).  This principle 

was applied when selecting the software for creating my design.  A designer needs to find an 

application that will function correctly before moving up to the next level. For example, when I 

was searching for the software I wanted it to be able to: 

1. Embed YouTube Videos 

2. Use hypertext 

3. Convert PDFs into an E-book etc.  

There were applications that did not allow me to embed YouTube videos prior to purchasing.  As 

a designer I want to make sure that objects work or function correctly. These other applications 

did not pass the first test or the lower level of the hierarchy.  Therefore I could not move up to 

the higher levels.    
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Figure 5: Hierarchy of Needs 

 

Once I was able to attain the first 4 steps in the Hierarchy I was able to focus on other design 

principles such as creativity.  Color can fall under creativity, but also can affect the function of a 

design.    

 

Color 

 Color is used to influence how a design is perceived and is used in a design to attract 

attention, group elements, indicate meaning and enhance ascetics (Lidwell, Holden & Butler, 

2003).  In my design I chose the color blue because it is cool color.  I remembered from my class 

on information design that cool colors are more professional and high tech.  Your color choice 

should match your theme.  Since my E-book was about Facebook I wanted to use a similar color 
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theme. Lidwell et. al suggests using cool colors for the background and in order to achieve an 

aesthetic design use color combinations. Analogous or colors next to each other on the color 

wheel was applied to the background seen in (Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6: Use of analogous colors 

 

Accessibility 

 When choosing a platform I wanted it to be easily accessible. The four characteristics of 

assessable designs are perceptibility, operability, simplicity and forgiveness. Accessibility is 

another principle and it asserts that “designs should be usable by people of diverse abilities 

without special adaptation or modification” (Lidwell, Holden & Butler, 2003, p.16).  Choosing 

an application such as Flip Book Creator can be easily accessed. Once a book has been 

completed it can be uploaded to a web page as seen in (Figure 7). (Figure 2) illustrates how the 
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E-book can be viewed on a web browser, and embedded on a webpage.  Users can access on an 

I-pad or other mobile device.  

 

Figure 7: Accessing the E-book 

 

Chunking 

 When designing information it is important to not overwhelm users with text.  With all 

the information out there about Facebook and cyber bullying I thought it was important to apply 

the principle of Chunking to my design.  The maximum number of chunks can be efficiently 

processed by short-term memory is 4 plus or minus one. For example most people can remember 

a list of five words for 30 seconds, but if you can remember a list of 10 words for 30 

seconds.  Chunk information when people are required to recall and retain information or when 

information is used for problem-solving (Lidwell, Holden & Butler, 2003, p. 40). 

 

The Picture Superiority Effect 

 “The picture superiority effect is commonly used in instructional design, advertising, 

technical writing and other design contexts requiring easy and accurate recall of information” 

(Lidwell, Holden & Butler, 2003, p. 184). The Picture Superiority Effect supports my belief that 

pictures and videos enhance learning.  There are different types of learners.  Some users may be 

auditory learners, kinesthetic learners or visual learners.  As stated in Universal Principles of 
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Design pictures are easier to recognize and recall than words although memory for pictures and 

words together is superior to memory for words alone or pictures alone. 

 

Figure 8 Use of pictures and words 

Von Restorff Effect 

 This is a phenomenon of memory in which noticeably different things are more likely to 

be recalled than common things.  This is found in my design through the use of hypertext on key 

words and the bolding of important factors.  In (Figure 7) you can see the use of bold text in 

order to make it stand out from the rest of the information.  The Hypertext works in a similar 

way. 
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Figure 9: Use of bold text and hypertext 

Implementation and Evaluation Plan: 

 Although this project will not actually have parents and students use the E-book it will 

seek to determine the theoretical credibility of use in the future. In the future parents and students 

would access the E-book from home. It would not replace education at school, but be used in 

combination with some of the other strategies that schools are taking to be effective. Schools 

could require that parents and students to read the e-book and watch the videos prior to using 

computers at school. Moving forward creating an assessment based on the book would be 

effective.  Student and/or parents would need to pass the assessment prior to students being given 

usernames and passwords at school.  Parents could provide feedback and ask questions.   

 The evaluation of the project would look at some of the strengths, and weaknesses or 

limitations of the application Flip Book Creator in regards to implementing the features. A lot of 

information found in recent studies shows that Interaction affords learning.  Almost every 

characteristic and study relates, connects or links to interaction in order to create an effective 

design that affords learning. When evaluating my design I will use a rubric based on the 
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Interactive Spectra seen in (Figure 11).  This evaluation will determine if I have created an E-

book that is Interactive the user (Parents and students) and their learning types?  

 

Figure 10 Interactive Spectra 

Evaluation and Conclusions:  

 In my literature review I was able to see how each of my characteristics would benefit 

users. The use of one characteristic does not afford learning.  The combination of several 

characteristics affords learning. My goal was to design an E-book that would be interactive and 

Parents could use to become better prepared when educating their child about Social Networks?  

My method for evaluating my design was based on findings from my review and previous 

experience that illustrated the importance of creating a design that is interactive.  In order to 

evaluate the design based on interactivity I took the six aspects of Information Spectra from 

(Figure 9) and placed them in rubric seen in (Figure 13) in order to effectively evaluate my 

project.   
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Figure 11: Interaction Spectra Rubric 

Future Study and Implications:  

 Based on the results from the Rubric and the use of design principles the project is a step 

in the right direction.  The use of the characteristics afforded accessibility, provided users with a 

flexible learning environment for different types of learners. It applied the Principles of Design, 

and created an Interactive Design.   

 E-books and portable education is the future. It will become part of the school 

curriculums in most schools.  Teachers may even start creating their own E-books to save on the 
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purchasing of textbooks and or E-books.  Internet Safety is becoming a required part of most 

curriculums and will soon be part of graduation requirements. Schools need to keep doing their 

part an E-book alone is not the answer, but it is another tool that can be used. The power of 

interactive media provides the ability to teach a user based on their prior knowledge.  In the 

future software will be developed that creates and E-book based on students prior knowledge.   

 I believe parents are a little overwhelmed when it comes to social network and online 

communities it is difficult enough for parents to monitor their kids’ activities in the real world 

through sports clubs school adding the online world is another difficult thing to monitor and 

understand.  I believe if you provide parents with a tool that doesn't take a lot of time to use or 

learn to use that is portable and flexible meaning they can come and go as they please it would 

be more effective.  With an e-book or flipbook like the one I created parents could take with 

them in the car to read while attending sports, practices, and games.  I also believe that parents 

were little bit older and not in the cyber generation like the more traditional aspect of using this 

flipbook flipping pages similar to books that they read.  They don’t prefer looking information 

on a website because it is more familiar with them and they can interact with that.    
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